
QUICK RULES
1.  Each player receives a Monster Board and chooses which side to play.

2.  Put all the wooden Monster Pieces into the Cloth Bag.

3.  Players take turns selecting a Monster Piece from the Cloth Bag and 
matching it to the correct shape and color space on their Monster Board.

4.  If a player selects a Monster Piece that matches an empty space 
on their Monster Board, they fill that space with the marker.  If the 
selected Monster Piece matches a space that is already occupied, 
then the marker is placed back into the Cloth Bag.

5.  Play proceeds with the next player in clockwise order.

6.  The first player to correctly match all the empty spaces on their 
Monster Board with the correct Monster Pieces wins the game!



COMPONENTS
• 44 Wooden Monster Pieces

• 4 Double-Sided Monster Boards             

• 1 Cloth Monster Piece Bag
• 1 Monster Tote Bag
• 1 Instruction Booklet

OBJECT OF THE GAME
Players take turns selecting a wooden Monster Piece from the Cloth Bag and 
matching it to the correct shape and color space on their Monster Board.  The first 
player to complete their Monster by correctly matching all the empty spaces on 
their Monster Board with the correct wooden Monster Pieces wins the game!

GAME SETUP
Each player receives a Monster Board and chooses one side to play.  The images on both sides 
of the card contain the same shapes, so either Monster can be selected.  Place all the Monster 
Pieces into the Cloth Bag.  The player who can roar the loadest starts the game.  Turns are taken in 
clockwise order.

PLAYER TURN
On a player’s turn, they randomly pull a Monster Piece from the Cloth Bag.  Players must not 
peek inside the bag while selecting a Monster Piece, although they may spend some time 
feeling the shapes of the pieces in the bag before selecting one. 

• If the selected Monster Piece matches an empty space with the same shape and color on their 
Monster Board, they may fill that space with the Monster Piece.  

• If the space is already occupied by another matching Monster Piece, then they must put 
the selected marker back into the Cloth Bag.  After a player’s turn, they pass the Cloth Bag 
clockwise to the next player.  Gameplay then continues.

Example: Jim selects a red circle Monster Piece from the Cloth Bag and 
fills the empty red circle space on his Monster Board.   
On his next turn if Jim selects another red circle Monster Piece, 
he must place the marker back into the Cloth Bag since the red 
circle space is already occupied on their Monster Board.

A player turn consists of pulling a Monster Piece from the Cloth Bag and either filling an empty 
space on their Monster Board or placing the Monster Piece back into the bag.  When this is done, 
the bag is passed to the next player in clockwise order.

MONSTER BOARD
Each Monster Board contains 11 total 
empty spaces made up of 5 Circles, 2 
Triangles, 2 Hearts, and 2 Rectangles.  
These spaces are also color-coded to 
match the correct Monster Piece.

GAME END
The game ends when one player 
matches all the shape and color spaces 
on their Monster Board with the correct 
Monster Pieces.

Game Information
Players: 2-4
Ages: 5 & up
Play time: 10-20 minutes

Credits
Game Design: Michael Schacht
Artwork: Alvin Madden
Game production, rules, and playtesting: Your friends at SimplyFun
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Made in China.  Colors and contents 
may be subject to change.

Not for children under 3 years old.  
Choking hazard.  Contains small parts.

Quick.  Add this up.

63dogs +5pigs

+4penguins +6cats

Learning...  Disguised as Play!
Much of a child’s early learning comes through play.  From fitting shapes into a puzzle, to 
learning to take turns and interact with others, play builds a child’s smarts, boosts self-esteem, 
and helps them understand their world.
At SimplyFun, we know that the life lessons learned through play as children help guide them 
to lead balanced, successful, and happy lives as adults.

What about you?
Do you believe in the power of play for making smarter kids and stronger families? 
If so, we invite you to learn more about SimplyFun, our products, our parties, and the SimplyFun 
business opportunity.

Learn More About SimplyFun
www.simplyfun.com

What do you get?


